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Note : Attempt all questions. All question carry equal
marks.

1. 
      

What do you understand by curriculum? Discuss on its
need and affecting factors.

/OR

        
   

Discuss the strategies of curriculum development and
explain in detail types of curriculum.
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2.           
 

Give the meaning of knowledge and explain its methods
and various types of acquiring knowledge.

/OR

     

  

   

    

 

Write short notes (Any - 3)

1. Concept of knowledge

2. Sociology of knowledge

3. The Nature of Human curiosity

4. Practice and Dialogue

3.      
     

What do you mean by value Education? Which value
should be Educated at present Indian scenario accord-
ing to your view.
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/OR

 
   

What do you understand by cultural value? Suggest
measures to inculcate inter cultural values among stu-
dents in school.

          

 

Discuss Gandhiji's basic education ideas on education
in detail? How principles of basic education are relevant
to current Education?

/OR

        

 

Explain meaning and concept of community work in de-
tail? How community work is helpful in raising opportuni-
ties of livelihood of community.
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5.          
     

What do you understand by the assumption of planning
for evaluation? Prepare a framework for curriculum evalu-
ation.

/OR

    

    

       

     

     

Write short notes- (Any - 3)

1. Main objectives of curriculum evaluation.

2. Role of students and teachers for framing the cur-
riculum.

3. Conducting the curriculum material evaluation.

4. Describe the problems related to curriculum reform.


